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The founder of modern linguistics, the Swiss linguist Ferdinand de Saussure once said:
“national customs often reflected in his language, on the other hand, to a large extent, a
national is the language." Language is not only a kind of symbolic tools, but also is a national
spirit connotation embodied, and vocabulary is the most direct and sensitive performance.
A large number of crack jokes language is active in modern Chinese, such as
“zhēxiūbù”、“cǎoɡēn”、“dìsānzhě”、“chīhuò”、“ɡěilì”and so on, these languages not only
enriches Chinese interest, but also carries deep cultural connotation of the Chinese nation, is a
an important and special kind of modern Chinese vocabulary,, but since the arrival of the
Internet, fast emergence and widely use of popular language add a dynamic to the language,
increasingly highlight the importance of study this kind of language. But so far, the
component of Chinese vocabulary, it vividly reflects the social life of Chinese people, to
master a language is not only helpful to Chinese learners as a second language to improve
their Chinese level and also help them Chinese communicative competence and intercultural
communicative ability improvement, and also help them to understand China social
experience, and more easily accepted Chinese culture. But now the academic circles pay little
attention to this kind of language, therefore increase the study of a language's concern and
research is not only helpful to supplement of Chinese vocabulary, but also to the teaching
Chinese as a foreign language will also have a new revelation.
The first part of this paper is on the basis of summing up the previous research results
and on the tongue in cheek, a language, idioms and popular language over the years of
research results are summarized.
The second part is to define a language as the starting point, analyses the difference and
connection between it and the idiom, popular words and semantics of a language, the study of.
The third part is on the basis of the previous chapters, according to context theory and
Krashen's two language acquisition theory put forward the overall train of thought and
method of teaching the banter, then according to the different characteristics of class types,
respectively study the listening course, reading course, oral chinese course, writing course,
culture course a language teaching.
The fourth part is to select joking words teaching on comprehensive course and HSK
five course as the research object, chooses some cases of comprehensive course and HSK five
course to analyze in detail and record lessons learned.
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